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Cady St.		
Amanda Hey, Mary Gray
Payan St. 		
Magan Etheridge Rice
Centerville Rd.
Joe Morrison
Draper Ave.
Tonya Alves, Monique Carpenter &
			Katty Nichols
Home Based
Danielle Davis
Community Rep Barbara Fontes
Lynda informed the Policy Council that we had received a written
response, stating that our Federal Review would be held the week of
April 2nd.
Two candidates were interviewed to fill our position of State Pre-K
teacher. The Policy Council approved Jessica Iiams for the position.
The Council also interviewed and hired Katie Conti for the position of
Family Worker Aide.
Lynda also reviewed the need for a revision to the annual governance
plan.
Lynda also mentioned that each one of the centers is in the works to
beginning hosting two family events, such as ‘family math night’ or
‘pajama party’ etc., per year.

Warwick Police K-9 Unit
In the month of January, the Warwick Police Department
visited our Draper Avenue location with the K-9 dog unit.
The policeman let all the kids pet the dog, named Fox,
and explained that the dog is actually part of the force,
has a badge and goes through training, just like every
other member of the force.
The officer explained to the children the safety issues
that dog is mostly used for and how his primary job is
to sniff and scope out situations that may otherwise go
unnoticed. The officer continued to speak to the children
about safety issues, and stressed to the children that
is you see something that doesn’t look right or safe to
speak out!
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Save The Date
PARENTING MATTERS CONFERENCE 2018
OUT-OF-SYNC CHILD: SENSORY CHALLENGES AND SENSIBLE SOLUTIONS
MARCH 24, 2018 | BARRINGTON HIGH SCHOOL, BARRINGTON, RI
The 28th annual Parenting Matters Conference will feature keynote speaker Carol Stock Kranowitz,
who will present, “Is It ADHD, OCD, LMNOP or XYZ – No, It’s SPD! Sensory Processing Disorder and
Its Look-Alikes.”
More information about the 2018 conference, including online registration, will be posted soon on
Bradley Hospital’s web site: https://www.lifespan.org/centers-services/parenting-matters. as well as
in next month’s newsletter!
PARENTING MATTERS WORKSHOPS
Bradley Hospital, the nation’s first psychiatric hospital for children, presents Parenting Matters, 2018.
Our workshops and conference offer parents, childcare providers, social workers and teachers a unique
opportunity to learn from top child development and behavior professionals in a casual setting.
Attendees may choose from two workshops on different topics addressing the mental health of young
people. At the Parenting Matters conference, parents, caregivers and professionals can benefit from
the wisdom of top child development and behavior professionals. Early learning professional credits will
be awarded.

ATTENTION PARENTS
Monday, February 19th is President’s Day. All CHILD, Inc. programs
are closed with the exception of extended-day childcare for working
families. If your child/children will be needing care on the
holiday please inform your child’s teacher ASAP so we ensure
adequate staffing coverage.
Tuesday, February 20th, State Pre-K will be having a snow day make
up day.
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CHILD, Inc.
Thrives on Family & Community Support!
Head Start is a federally funded and community‐supported program. The federal government
contributes 80% of the operational cost of the program and CHILD, Inc. funds the remaining
20% from In‐Kind Donations.
In‐Kind Donations are best described as any time, services, or goods donated to the agency by
families and the community. Examples of In‐Kind Donations include:






Classroom supplies, materials, or equipment donated to the program.
Volunteer hours provided by high school and college students.
Volunteer hours provided by family members.
Time family members spend attending Advisory Committee meetings.
Time family members spend working with their child on take home activities.

Throughout the course of the year your child’s Teacher will be recommending specific learning
activities that you can do with your child. These brief, play‐based activities will support your
child’s individual learning goals and reinforce classroom curriculum.
In order for CHILD, Inc. to continue our services to the greater Kent County community, we
depend highly on your In‐Kind Donations.
Through your written documentation of your family’s participation in home learning activities
your In‐Kind Donations will be counted toward our 20%. Please be on the lookout for take
home activities and Home Learning Activities Calendars to document your time at play with
your child.
Thank you in advance for your support of CHILD, Inc.!
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Cady St. News
Miss Stacey & Miss Connie
Infant-Toddler
Classroom News: Our class has been especially enjoying books with CDs that
enhance sounds, songs and reading experience.
Approaches to Learning: Focusing on the color red, finding many items in the
environment daily that are red. Driving toy cars down rampls, into lined parking
spaces, adding people/animals to enhance pretend play.
Social & Emotional Development: Moving tooth brush back and forth on own
teeth. Rolling a ball with another - turn taking.
Language & Literacy: Singing song with words and fingerplays that add hand
motions. Using markers and crayons to scribble, drawer lines beginning the path
toward forming shapes/letters.
Cognition: Filing our bird feeders and daily watching, observing different birds/
squirrels that come to eat. Magnatiles of different sizes/shapes fitting together while
magnets connect them.
Physical Development: Walking on balance beams sideways and forwards one foot
in front of the other. Busy box dials, levers and push buttons
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Centerville Road News

Mr. Steve, Miss Melissa & Miss Amanda
Extended Day
During the month of February, we will be learning about and reading books about
hibernation. Some of the books we will be reading are ‘Sleep, Big Bear, Sleep’ by
Maureen Wright and ‘Wide-Awake Bear’ by Pay Zeitlow and Jean Kim. There will be
many opportunities for language and literacy activities for the children.
Approaches to learning: We will be working on activities around children attending
and engaging in lesson dealing with hibernation for example matching games and
cutting skills.
Language and Literacy: This month we will be learning words around the concept
of bears and hibernating. We will be writing experience stories around the above
concepts. We will be working on language enrichment activities.
Math: During the month we will be doing activities around positional concepts and
pattern skills. We will also be increasing our skills around numbers and numerals plus
quantity of objects.
Perceptual Motor and Physical Development: We will be doing activities to
improve cutting and printing skills. The children will be encouraged to work on their
skills in the above areas. Parents, please help us in these areas by doing these skills at
home with your child, these are all skills necessary for kindergarten.
The children will be participating in some physical activities using the book ‘Teddy Bear,
Teddy Bear’ by Alice Schertle or the CD the Freeze Dance.
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Draper Ave. News
Miss Tara & Miss Courtney
Infant-Toddler
Classroom News: Our theme for this month is winter weather. We had so much fun
in the snow. We went sledding and we built our friend Olaf the Snowman. We are
bringing winter into our classroom.
Language & Literacy: We are reading books about snow and winter. Books we are
reading are ‘There Was a Cold Lady Who Swallowed Some Snow’ by Lucille Colando
and ‘Hello Snow’ by Hope Vestergaard.
Science: We are going to be making our own yummy snow ice cream. Do you want a
taste?
Math: We will sequence small to large boxes to create our own Olaf. Did we tell you
that we love Olaf?
Social Studies: Through the song ‘Snowflake On My Nose’, We will continue to learn
about body parts and introduce positional words like behind, on top, next to, etc.
Physical Development: We will continue to learn how to use our bodies in healthy
ways through yoga.
Social Development: We are continuing to work on playing and interacting with our
friends and solving social skills.
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Payan Street News
Upcoming Events:
We will be having a Family Fun Literacy Event on February 27th so please look for more details to
come!
Reminders:
Please take your child into the bathroom to wash hand upon arrival. This is an important part of your
child’s daily routine especially with flu season upon us.
Please label all your child’s belonging including hats, mittens, coats, and snow pants, and boots.
Please display your handicap sign if parking in the handicap spaces.

Ms. Kelli and Ms. Crystal
PM Part Year
Classroom News: We have been focusing on winter weather. We have been enjoying exploring
snow and ice!
Approaches To Learning: The children used objects from nature and the art center to create playdough snowmen. They enjoyed collecting objects outside and using them to decorate their playdough creations!
Social-Emotional Development: We worked together to create a large snowman in our
playground!
Language & Literacy: We read, Snowmen At Night by Caralyn Buehner. Then our class created
stories about what we thought snowmen did at night! We also “rescued” letters trapped in ice by
melting the ice.
Cognition: The children discussed the various ways they could melt ice. After experimenting, we
discovered that salt and body heat melted the ice the quickest!
Perceptual Motor, and Physical Development: We have enjoyed using our large muscles to
climb up the hill in our playground and then go sledding down. In the classroom, we are focusing on
cutting as we cut out pictures of winter objects.
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Are You Pregnant or Do You Have a Child Under 3 Years Old?
If so, KEEP READING!
EARLY HEAD START HOME-BASE PROGRAM
CHILD, Inc. recognizes that the foundation for nurturing and enhancing young children’s development
is rooted in the establishment of positive parent-child relations that start during pregnancy and continue
throughout life. We recognize parents and family members as the primary educators of their children,
and the home as the primary learning center. We have learned that any degree of success with a young
child is directly related to the active involvement of the child’s family in his/her fetal, neonatal, and early
development.
Our Early Head Start Home-Base Program is a year-round home visiting program for income-eligible
families living in Kent County Rhode Island. The 5 hour program consists of a 90 minute weekly
home visit and a 3 ½ hour weekly group socialization with other enrolled families (Family Day). All
socializations are held at our Centerville Road facility, conveniently located just minutes off Interstate
95, in Warwick. Transportation is available on a limited basis to group socializations.
Weekly home visits are highly individualized to each child and family while Family Day activities include
learning opportunities that focus on the Head Start Early Learning Outcomes Framework, a family
meal, and a parent education group. The parent education group addresses specific topics to facilitate
a child’s healthy growth and development.
BRADLEY HOSPITAL PARENT SUPPORT GROUP
401.432.1205
For parents and families of children with emotional, behavioral, psychiatric, or
developmental challenges. Meets monthly 2nd Thurs, 6:30-8pm in the Pine Room at
Bradley Hospital. Babysitting is available, but must be scheduled in advance.
Other Support Groups include: Friend social skills group: A weekly social skills group for
children and parents; T.A.G: (Teen Anxiety Group): A weekly anxiety management group
for teens and their parents or guardians; Incredible Years group: A weekly group for
parents of children who have low frustration tolerance. For more information or to enroll,
call Bradley Hospital’s Outpatient Department at 401-432-1119, or email
		bradleygroups@lifespan.org.
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Cognition

Domain: Cognition

Cognitive development includes reasoning, memory, problem-solving, and thinking skills that
help young children understand and organize their world. For preschoolers, this evolves into
complex mathematical thinking and scientific reasoning.
FOCUS ON EMERGENT MATHEMATICAL THINKING : BIRTH TO FIVE
“During the early childhood years, children develop math concepts and skills through active
exploration and discovery in the context of stimulating learning opportunities and intentional
teaching strategies.”

SAMPLE DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRESSION
INFANT/TODDLER: Child develops a sense of number and quantity.
Birth to 9 Months

8-18 Months

16-36 Months

Indicators: By 36 Months

Attends to
quantity in play
with objects, such
as reaching or
looking for more
than one object.

Uses a few basic
words to refer to
change in the
amount of objects.

Uses language to
refer to quantity,
using number
words or signs to
identify small
amounts.

•

•

•
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Counts small number
of objects,
sometimes counting
the same object
twice or using
numbers out of
order.
Identifies “more” or
“less” with a small
number of items
without needing to
count them.
Uses fingers to show
how old they are.
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Domain: Cognition
PRESCHOOL: Child understands the relationship between numbers and quantities.
36-48 Months

48-60 Months

Indicators: By 60 Months

Begins to coordinate
verbal counting with
objects by pointing to or
moving objects for small
groups of objects laid in a
line (1:1 correspondence).
Begin to understand that
the last number represents
how many objects are in a
group (cardinality).

Understands that number
•
words refer to quantity.
May point to or move
objects while counting
objects to 10 and beyond
(1:1 correspondence).
Understands that the last
•
number represents how
many objects are in a group
(cardinality).
•
•

•

When counting objects,
says or signs the
number names in order,
pairing one number
word that corresponds
with one object, up to
at least 10.
Counts and answers
“how many?” questions
for approximately 10
objects.
Accurately counts as
many as 5 objects in a
scattered configuration.
Understands that each
successive number
name refers to a
quantity that is one
larger.
Understands that the
last number said
represents the number
of objects in a set.

A STARTING POINT TO SUPPORT COGNITIVE SKILLS BIRTH TO FIVE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sing number songs
Read number books
Count while playing, walking, climbing stairs, eating, etc.
Point out more or less in daily activities
Play with dice. Use an ice tray with numbers and provide small objects to fill each cube.
Play card games (Go Fish, Uno, etc.)
February 2018 Edition
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Language
and Literacy
Domain:
Language & Literacy

FOCUS ON SUB-DOMAIN: ATTENDING AND UNDERSTANDING BIRTH TO FIVE (Receptive
Language Skills)
Receptive language refers to a child’s ability to understand and attend to increasingly complex language.
A child’s ability to understand language affects learning and development in all areas.

SAMPLE DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRESSION
INFANT/TODDLER SUB-DOMAIN: ATTENDING AND UNDERSTANDING
▲ Goal IT-LC 1. Child attends to, understands, and responds to communication and language
from others.
Birth to 9 Months

8 to 18 Months

16 to 36 Months

Attends to verbal and
non-verbal
communication by
turning toward or
looking at a person.
Participates in
reciprocal interactions
by exchanging facial
expressions and
language sounds with
familiar adults.

Shows understanding
of the meaning of
familiar caregivers’
verbal and non-verbal
communication and
responds with facial
expressions, gestures,
words or actions, such
as looking at people or
objects being referred
to.

Shows recognition of
words, phrases, and
simple sentences.
Participates in
conversations in ways
that show
understanding by
following comments
or suggestions with
actions or behavior.
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Indicators: By 36
Months

▲Shows understanding

of some words and
phrases used in
conversation, such as by
responding to simple
questions.
▲Shows comprehension
of simple sentences, such
as by listening to and
following one- or twostep directions.
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Domain: Language & Literacy
PRESCHOOL SUB-DOMAIN: ATTENDING AND UNDERSTANDING:
● Goal P-LC 1. Child attends to communication and language from others.
36 to 48 Months
●Shows acknowledgment of

comments or questions and is
able to attend to conversations,
either spoken or signed.

48 to 60 Months
●Shows acknowledgment of

complex comments or
questions. Is able to attend to
longer, multi-turn
conversations, either spoken or
signed.

Indicators: By 60 Months
●Uses verbal and non-verbal

signals appropriately to
acknowledge the comments or
questions of others.
●Shows ongoing connection to
a conversation, group
discussion, or presentation

A STARTING POINT TO SUPPORT ATTENDING AND ENGAING SKILLS BIRTH TO FIVE













Name items together when completing tasks, such as looking at a book, in the car, looking
outside, while playing or when shopping.
Day to day activities: When going shopping and visiting places, such as the park, zoo or
museum encourage the child to talk about what you did and saw and possibly even draw
or act out what happened.
Model new words: Play activities with the child that they really enjoy and throughout the
game model new words and phrases.
Explain new concepts in different ways (e.g. looking at the concept of “wet”: use water to
wet things and talk about things that are wet and dry; look at pictures of things that are
“wet”; if it rains, or the child is in the bath, talk about the concept of being “wet”; make up
sentences and stories about being wet/dry).
Simon says: Take turns with the child in following and giving instructions. Also, gradually
increase the length of the command that is provided.
Obstacle course: Put together an obstacle course in the house or outside in the backyard.
Take turns with the child in following and giving instructions. Gradually increase the length
of the command that is provided.
Feely bag game: Place different everyday items/objects (e.g. toothbrush, car, cup, block)
into a bag. Take turns with the child in taking an item out of the bag. Encourage the child
to:
Books: Look at picture books with the child. Take turns in asking each other questions
about the pictures (e.g. Who is in the picture? What is the girl/boy doing?). Try to think
about what might happen next in the story and different possible endings.
https://childdevelopment.com.au/areas-of-concern/understanding-language/receptive-languageunderstanding-words-and-language/
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SLEEP TIPS FOR PREGNANT WOMEN
1. In the third trimester, sleep on your left side to allow for the best blood flow to the fetus and to
your uterus and kidneys. Avoid lying flat on your back for a long period of time.
2. Drink lots of fluids during the day, but cut down before bedtime.
3. To prevent heartburn, do not eat large amounts of spicy, acidic (such as tomato products), or fried
foods. If heartburn is a problem, sleep with your head elevated on pillows.
4. Exercise regularly to help you stay healthy, improve your circulation, and reduce leg cramps.
5. Try frequent bland snacks (like crackers) throughout the day. This helps avoid nausea by keeping
your stomach full.
6. Special “pregnancy” pillows and mattresses may help you sleep better.
7. Napping may help. The NSF poll found that 51% of pregnant or recently pregnant women reported
at least one weekday nap; 60% reported at least one weekend nap.
8. Learn to relax with relaxation and breathing techniques, which can also help when the contractions
begin.
9. A warm bath or shower before bed can be helpful.
10. Talk to your doctor if you develop medical problems and/or insomnia persists.
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TIPS FOR HELPING THE NEW BABY SLEEP LIKE A BABY
One of the most challenging things about becoming a new parent is easing into a sleep routine that
works for baby and parents alike.
1. For the first few weeks, the new baby will set his or her own sleep schedule. Keeping up can be
hard for parents especially if the newborn have their days and nights reversed.
2. From birth until the baby is several weeks old, the best advice for new parents and caregivers may
be to sleep when the baby sleeps and ask friends or family for help so that everyone can get the
sleep they need.
3. Naps are important for infants and their parents. Newborns may take between two and four naps a
day.
4. Pay attention to when and how the baby expresses the need to sleep. Some babies fuss, cry, or
rub their eyes when they get sleepy. Others don’t.
5. It is best to put babies to bed when they are sleepy, but not asleep. New parents and caregivers
will recognize sleep patterns as they get to know their little ones over time.
6. Pick a consistent bedtime and allow the baby to fall asleep independently (with as little help as
possible). They are more likely to fall asleep quickly and eventually learn how to get themselves to
sleep by themselves.
7. Differentiate night from day by keeping the baby active and in a light room during the day and the
opposite at night. During the first few months, caregivers should realize they will be sleep deprived,
so they need to make sleep a priority for everyone.
In time, the baby will develop the skills needed to fall asleep and stay asleep without a caregiver’s
help. Within the first two to three months, circadian rhythms will develop, and babies begin to have a
regular sleep-wake cycle. Sleep is especially important for children because it is vital for mental and
physical development
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The Benefits of Reading to Your Newborn
Think your baby is too young to reap the rewards of reading? Think again. Research shows it’s never
too
early to start enjoying books with your little one.
1.
It’s bonding time.
Reading a book to your newborn is a one-on-one activity that you can really turn into a special time
with your baby.
2.
It preps him for reading on his own.
While your newborn doesn’t understand what you’re saying, he can still begin to pick up the rhythm,
tones and inflections of your voice.
3.
It boosts brain power
Studies have also shown that children who were read to as newborns have a larger vocabulary, as
well as more advanced mathematical skills, than other kids their age.
4.
It gets a response.
Reading to your newborn for a while, you’ll actually notice your little one responding to the rhythmic
movement of your voice with her arms and legs.
5.
It introduces emotion.
Your baby is exposed to feelings through the different sounds you use when reading, whether it’s
doing a voice for a specific character or describing what’s going on in the book.
6.
It exposes them to visuals.
From 0 to 3 months, your child will start focusing his or her eyes on simple patterns on the pages.
Reading picture books presents your newborn with a variety of shapes, letters and colors that she will
begin to recognize as the months go on.
7.
It shows them that reading is fun.
Making it a part of your regular family routine will teach your child that reading is something to be
enjoyed, not a chore that needs to be done for school. That attitude will foster a love of reading that
will take her through school and into adulthood.
8.
Bonus: You really can read whatever you want!
Bored with children’s books? Don’t worry--since newborns can’t understand your words yet, you get
to choose what the two of you are reading.
By: Linda DiProperzio
https://www.parents.com/baby/development/intellectual/benefits-of-reading-to-your-newborn/
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Connecting with your toddler
Toddlers are amazing learners. They want to communicate with you – but get frustrated when
they can’t find the right words. They want independence too – but don’t like being away from you.
Understanding toddlers helps you connect with your child.
Toddlers: what you need to know
The word ‘toddler’ represents the ages between approximately 1 and 3½ years.
‘Toddler’ not only describes the unique way that toddlers walk, but also the mind-boggling rate of
development and thought going on in their brains. By three years of age, a child’s brain will be 80%
the size of an adult’s, with an enormous amount of development still to go.
Toddlers:
• want to be independent, but fear being separated from you
• have big feelings, but can’t always control them or find the words to express them
• are discovering that they can change the way the world works.
Helping toddlers handle separation
Separation anxiety is a normal part of children’s development. But there are times when you and your
child need to be apart – for example, when he goes to child care or is looked after by others.
Here are some ideas for helping your toddler handle separation from you.
Preparing for separation
You can talk to your toddler about times when you’ll need to be apart. Children feel more secure if
they know when you’re going to be away, where they’ll be, and when you’ll be back – especially if it’s
all part of a routine they know.
If your toddler goes to child care or has caregivers other than you, it’s a good idea to let caregivers
and educators know about your family routines. They might be able to stick to your routines, which
can help your child feel more secure when you’re not there.
Feeling connected to home
When your toddler is going to another caregivers, let her take favorite objects from home – for
example, a blanket or toy. This can give children the feeling of taking their home life with them even
though they’re somewhere else.
Another good idea is to make a book with photos of family, pets and your house. Your child can take
the book to child care.
February 2018 Edition
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Connecting with your toddler
Learning that you still exist
Toddlers take time to learn that things still exist even when the things can’t be seen – this is called
object permanence.
To help your child learn that you still exist when you’re not with him, you can play games like
peekaboo and hide-and-seek, or do dramatic play with animals and toys that disappear and then
reappear.
It can also help if your child’s educator or caregiver talks about you when you’re not there. And when
you go, let your child know that you’ll be coming back.
Leading by example
Your child takes her lead from you, so you want to show your child that you aren’t worried about
separation. You can do this by:
• keeping any worries about separation to yourself
• leaving quickly once you’ve said goodbye
• avoiding language like ‘Don’t be scared’ or ‘Be brave’
• not promising treats when you come back.
Helping your toddler deal with frustration and strong emotions
It’s normal for toddlers to have feelings that can sometimes be too much for them – they want to say
what they feel, but they often can’t find the words. This can be very frustrating for them and can lead
to temper tantrums and other challenging behavior.
Here are some ideas to help.
Teaching emotion skills
If your toddler is getting frustrated, staying calm yourself will help to prevent your toddler’s emotions
escalating. Toddlers feel better if they know that you’re in control.
It’s also good to help your child put feelings into words, by teaching him words or gestures that
express big feelings. For example, ‘You’re upset because you ripped your picture’.
Responding to your child’s emotions
Face-to-face, eye-level communication can help your toddler feel that you’re talking with her, not at
her. Try getting down to your toddler’s level by kneeling or squatting when you’re talking to her.
When your child is getting angry or frustrated, try distraction or redirecting your child into another
activity. For example, if your child is fighting with someone over a Bob the Builder toy, start talking
about Thomas the Tank Engine.
When your child has a tantrum, this behavior is partly about seeing what sort of responses he can
get. Your response can have a powerful influence on your child’s behavior and ability to control
emotions. Staying calm and not giving in to tantrums shows your child how to deal with frustration.
By: Raising Children Network; Connecting with your toddler. (2006-2017). Retrieved from http://raisingchildren.net.au/
articles/connecting_with_your_toddler_introduction.html/context/292
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36 Ways Children Can Beat
the Winter Blahs!!!
adapted from Prevent Child Abuse Rhode Island

1. Visit a friend					
2. Draw						
3. Make a robot					
4. Dance						
5. Put together a puzzle 			
6. Make a kite with a grown up		
7. Roll down a hill 				
8. Make a castle from Box 			
9. Bake cookies with a grown up		
10. Read a book with a grown up		
11. Play with a pet				
12. Help Mom and Dad				
13. Play with clay or playdough		
14. Go to the playground			
15. Write a story with a grown up		
16. Play follow-the-leader, Simon 		
Says, or Red Light/Green Light 		
17. Make a paper chain				
18. Make up songs				

19. Write a letter to someone
20. Dress up like other people
21. Help make dinner or lunch
22. Arrange a play date with friends or family
23. Look at or make a photo album
24. Plan a party
25. Go to the library
26. Sing children’s songs
27. Jump rope
28. Make fruit cubes
29. Play Cat’s Cradle
30. Listen to music
31. Make a wish list
32. Plant a box with seeds
33. Make an inside fort with bed sheets
34. Study a globe or map
35. Take a walk with a grown up
36. Make your own Boredom Buster List!
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Managing Divorce

Dealing with Divorce Age 0-6
During changes and transitions, it’s more important than ever to remind children that there are some
things—like daily routines and loving relationships—that will stay the same.
Routines
• Keeping up simple activities and routines will provide children with a sense of security and stability
in their everyday lives.
• Take photos of children doing an everyday routine that will stay the same, such as a bedtime
routine. Then make a slideshow on your phone to look at together each night. This will remind
children of the things they can expect to happen each day—no matter where they are.
• Try saying: “I know some things have been changing, but lots of routines will stay the same. Every
night, you’ll eat dinner and then get ready for bed. You’ll brush your teeth, change into your
pajamas, and read a book before lights go out.”
Care
• With changes in routines and living arrangements, children might begin to worry that everyone will
be too busy to take care of them. Reassure them that no matter where they are, someone will
always be there to support them.
• Let kids know who they can expect to drop them off at school, pick them up from a play date, or
put them to bed. Find opportunities to remind them that there are so many people, in addition
to their parents, who love them and will take care of them.
• Try saying: “Mommy and Daddy might not live together anymore, but we will always be your
mommy and daddy. No matter what, that will never change, and we will always take care of
you.”
For more ideas go to: https://sesamestreetincommunities.org/topics/divorce/
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If Kids Could Make the Rules of Divorce
The ending of a relationship with someone you have loved can be extremely hard. When there are
children involved, it is even harder! Often, children get swept up in the adult emotions of a break up
or divorce; sometimes by accident, sometimes on purpose. Kara Bishop has written and studied how
children are affected by divorce and how they cope when their parents separate and adjust to being
single parents. She also runs a support group for children effected by divorced and over her years
of work with children and their parents she has put together the Top Ten Most Wished for Things
children ask from their parents during a divorce.
1) “Don’t say bad things about the other parent to us.”
2) “Keep us out of adult stuff.”
3) “Don’t make me feel bad for loving the other parent and wanting to spend time with them.”
4) “Learn to get along for big events.”
5) “Don’t ask me to choose sides.”
6) “Please do not fight in front of us.”
7) “Don’t make me a messenger or put me in the middle.”
8) “Don’t share or take your anger out on me.”
9) “Don’t ask me to spy.”
10) “Give me one on one time with both parents.”
Often, parents and adults who spend time with children are concerned with how a child will handle
the ending of a marriage. These simple ideas and actions can help a child living with parents during
a divorce. So, if you or someone you know has children and is going through a divorce, these ten
things are important ideas to remember when helping your children through the adult process of
divorce. For more information or ideas around children dealing with divorce, please feel free to
contact one of the mental health managers here at CHILD Inc.
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Children with these conditions and children who are
receiving long-term aspirin therapy can have severe illness
from the flu.

How does the flu spread?

Most experts believe that flu viruses spread mainly by
droplets made when people with the flu cough, sneeze
or talk. These droplets can land in the mouths or noses of
people who are nearby. Less often, a person might get the
flu by touching something that has flu virus on it and then
touching their own mouth, eyes or nose.

What are the symptoms of the flu?

The
Flu:
A Guide For Parents
FLU INFORMATION

What is the flu?
Influenza (the flu) is an infection of the nose, throat,
and lungs caused by influenza viruses. There are
many different influenza viruses that are constantly
changing. Flu viruses cause illness, hospital stays and
deaths in the United States each year.
The flu can be very dangerous for children. Each year
about 20,000 children younger than 5 years old are

Symptoms of the flu can include fever, cough, sore throat,
runny or stuffy nose, body aches, headache, chills, fatigue
and sometimes vomiting and diarrhea (more common in
children than adults). Some people with the flu will not
have a fever.

How long can a sick person spread the
flu to others?

People with the flu may be able to infect others by
shedding virus from 1 day before getting sick to 5 to 7
days after. However, children and people with weakened
immune systems can shed virus for longer, and may be still
contagious past 5 to 7 days of flu illness, especially if they
still have symptoms.

PROTECT YOUR CHILD
How can I protect my child against the flu?
To protect against the flu, the first and most important
thing you can do is to get a flu vaccine for yourself and
your child.
u

u

hospitalized from flu complications, like pneumonia.

How serious is the flu?

Flu illness can vary from mild to severe. While the flu can
be serious even in people who are otherwise healthy, it can
be especially dangerous for young children and children
of any age who have certain long-term health conditions,
including asthma (even mild or controlled), neurological
and neurodevelopmental conditions, chronic lung disease,
heart disease, blood disorders, endocrine disorders (such
as diabetes), kidney, liver, and metabolic disorders, and
weakened immune systems due to disease or medication.

u

u

Vaccination is recommended for everyone
6 months and older.
It’s especially important that young children and
children with long term health conditions get
vaccinated. (See list of conditions in “How serious
is the flu?”)
Caregivers of children with health conditions or
of children younger than 6 months old should get
vaccinated. (Babies younger than 6 months are too
young to be vaccinated themselves.)
Another way to protect babies is to vaccinate
pregnant women. Research shows that flu vaccination
gives some protection to the baby both while the
woman is pregnant and for up to 6 months after the
baby is born.

Flu vaccine is updated annually to protect against the flu
viruses that research indicates are most likely to cause
illness during the upcoming flu season. Flu vaccines are
made using strict safety and production measures. Over the
years, millions of flu vaccines have been given in the United
States with a very good safety record.
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Is there a medicine to treat the flu?

Antiviral drugs are prescription medicines that can be used
to treat and prevent influenza illness. They can make
people feel better and get better sooner. Antivirals can
mean the difference between having milder illness instead
of very serious illness that could result in a hospital stay.
Antiviral drugs are different from antibiotics, which fight
against bacterial infections. They work best when started
during the first 2 days of illness. It’s very important that
antiviral drugs are used early to treat the flu in people who
are very sick (for example, people who are in the hospital)
or who are at high risk of having serious flu complications.
Other people with flu illness may also benefit from taking
antiviral drugs. These drugs can be given to children and
pregnant women.

What are some of the other ways I can
protect my child against the flu?

In addition to getting vaccinated, you and your children can
take everyday steps to help prevent the spread of germs.
These include:
u
u

u

u

u

u

u

Stay away from people who are sick.
If your child is sick with flu-like illness, try to keep
him or her in a separate room from others in the
household, if possible.
CDC recommends that your sick child stay home
for at least 24 hours after his or her fever is gone
except to get medical care or for other necessities.
The fever should be gone without the use of a feverreducing medicine.
Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue when you
cough or sneeze. Throw the tissue in the trash after
it has been used.
Wash hands often with soap and water. If soap
and water are not available, use an alcohol-based
hand rub.
Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth. Germs
spread this way.
Clean and disinfect hard surfaces and objects that
may be contaminated with germs, including bathroom
surfaces, kitchen counters and toys for children. Clean
by wiping them down with a household disinfectant
according to directions
on the product label.
These everyday steps
are a good way to
reduce your chances of
getting sick. However,
a yearly flu vaccine
is the best protection
against flu illness.

IF YOUR CHILD IS SICK
What can I do if my child gets sick?
Talk to your doctor early if you are worried about
your child’s illness.
Make sure your child gets plenty of rest and drinks enough
fluids. If your child is 5 years and older and does not have
other health problems and gets flu-like symptoms, including
a fever and/or cough, consult your doctor as needed.
Children younger than 5 years of age – especially those
younger than 2 years old – and children with certain chronic
conditions, including asthma, diabetes and disorders of
the brain or nervous system, at high risk of serious flurelated complications. If your child is at high risk for flu
complications, call your doctor or take them to the doctor
right away if they develop flu-like symptoms.

What if my child seems very sick?

Even previously healthy children can get very sick from
the flu.
Make sure your child gets plenty of rest and drinks enough
fluids. If your child is 5 years or older and does not have
other health problems and gets flu-like symptoms, including
a fever and/or cough, consult your doctor as needed:
u
u
u

u
u
u

u

u

Fast breathing or trouble breathing
Bluish or gray skin color
Not drinking enough fluids (not going to the bathroom
or not making as much urine as they normally do)
Severe or persistent vomiting
Not waking up or not interacting
Being so irritable that the child does not
want to be held
Flu-like symptoms improve but then return
with fever and worse cough
Has other conditions (like heart or lung disease,
diabetes,or asthma) and develops flu symptoms,
including a fever and/or cough.

Can my child go to school, day care
or camp if he or she is sick?

No. Your child should stay home to rest and to avoid giving
the flu to other children or caregivers.

When can my child go back to school
after having the flu?

Keep your child home from school, day care or camp for
at least 24 hours after their fever is gone. (The fever should
be gone without the use of a fever-reducing medicine.) A
fever is defined as 100°F (37.8°C) or higher.

For more information, visit www.cdc.gov/flu or www.flu.gov or call 800-CDC-INFO
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National Heart Month
With Valentine’s Day rapidly approaching, you may be thinking about candies, chocolates, stuffed
bears, flowers, and mushy cards with hearts all over them. Speaking of hearts, February is National
Heart Month….So, what about your heart? Are you doing everything you can to make it healthy? Your
heart works hard for you nonstop for your whole life, so show it some TLC. Making small changes in
your habits can make a real difference to your ticker. Read on to find out the key things to a healthy
heart.
1. Aim for lucky number seven.
The next time you’re tempted to stay up later than you should, remember how comfy that pillow will
feel and how good a full night’s sleep is for your heart. If you have trouble falling asleep or staying
asleep at night, or if you don’t feel refreshed after a full night in bed, talk to your doctor about what
changes you can make to help.
2. Keep the pressure off.
That cuff squeezing your arm at every doctor’s visit is important. It measures the amount of pressure
flowing through your arteries with every heartbeat. If your blood pressure gets too high, the extra
force can damage artery walls and create scar tissue. That makes it harder for blood and oxygen to
get to and from your heart. The heart has to pump harder and gets worn out faster. If it can’t get
enough oxygen, parts can start to die.
Get your blood pressure checked every 3-5 years if you’re 18-39. If you’re 40 or older, or if you have
high blood pressure, check it every year.
Cut back on salt, limit alcohol to no more than one to two drinks a day, favor healthy eating habits
(think fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and lean protein) manage your stress, and work out. These
changes are often enough to bring your blood pressure back down into the normal range. If not, your
doctor might recommend you also take medication.
3. Slash saturated fats.
To help your heart’s arteries, cut down on saturated fats, which are mainly found in meat and full-fat
dairy products. Choose leaner cuts and reduced-fat options. Also, totally quit trans fats, which are
found in some processed foods. They drive up your “bad” (LDL) cholesterol level. Check ingredient
lists for anything that says “hydrogenated” or “partially hydrogenated” -- those are trans fats. If it’s
been 5 or more years since your last cholesterol blood test, you’re probably due for one.
4. Find out if you have diabetes.
Millions of people don’t know that they have this condition. That’s risky because over time, high blood
sugar damages arteries and makes heart disease more likely. Your doctor should test your blood
sugar if you are 45 or older, if you are pregnant, or if you’re overweight and have other risk factors
for diabetes. If you find out that you have diabetes, work with your doctor on your lifestyle (diet and
exercise) and any medicine that you may need. If you have borderline high blood sugar, also called
prediabetes, take action now to turn things around.
One simple swap is to trade processed carbs (like white rice) for fiber-rich whole grains (like brown
rice). Every positive change you make in what you eat and how active you are will help. Over time,
you’ll be able to do more.
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National Heart Month
5. Move more.
To keep it simple, you can aim for 30 minutes a day, 5 days a week of moderate exercise. That includes any activity that gets you moving around and breaking a slight sweat. Also, pay attention to
how much time you spend seated, whether it’s at work, in your car, or on your couch at home. You
want to cut that time down. Break up long periods of sitting, and stand or walk while doing things
like talking on the phone or watching TV.
6. Clean up.
Your heart works best when it runs on clean fuel. That means lots of whole, plant-based foods (like
fruits, vegetables, nuts, and seeds) and fewer refined or processed foods (like white bread, pasta,
crackers, and cookies). One of the fastest ways to clean up your diet is to cut out sugary beverages
like soda and fruit juice, which lacks the fiber that’s in actual fruit.
7. Think beyond the scale.
Ask your doctor if your weight is OK. If you have some pounds to lose, you’ll probably want to
change your eating habits and be more active. But there’s more to it than that. For many people,
“emotional eating” is where they find comfort and stress relief, and how they celebrate. So if it’s hard
to change those patterns, it can help to talk with a counselor to find other ways to handle those situations.
8. Ditch the cigarettes, real and electronic.
Smoking and secondhand smoke are bad for your heart. If you smoke, quit, and don’t spend time
around others who smoke as well. E-cigarettes are popular, but they’re still do contain nicotine, so
your goal should be to quit completely.
9. Do more of what you love.
Make it a point to spend time with people you’re close to. Talk, laugh, confide, and enjoy each other.
It’s good for your emotional health and your heart.
10. Celebrate every step.
Making changes like these takes time and effort. Think progress, not perfection. And reward yourself
for every positive step you take. Ask your friends and family to support you and join in, too. Your
heart’s future will be better for it!
Adapted from: https://www.webmd.com/a-to-z-guides/prevention-15/heart-healthy/12-tips-for-better-hearthealth?page=4
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JUMP FOR A HEALTHY HEART!

The American Heart Association has organized a fundraising
JUMP ROPE FOR HEART event for schools/students to participate
in and, although we cannot actively participate in the fundraising
portion, we are bringing an adaptive version of the event to
CHILD, Inc.
Throughout the month of February each classroom will be
participating in at least one heart-healthy structured exercise
each week using a jump rope! Exercises can be modified as
age/developmentally appropriate.
Additionally, will also be sending home information and activity
ideas for families to do together to get everyone’s heart
pumping faster!
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National Children’s Dental Month
February is National Children’s Dental Month. You may think you should begin oral health care when
your child turns 3 or maybe even earlier, like when baby’s first tooth erupts. But good oral health
actually begins during pregnancy. Read on to learn more about how to make sure your child has the
best oral health possible.
Healthy Dental Habits to Practice During Pregnancy
Being pregnant comes with many responsibilities—and the way you care for your teeth is no
exception. For most women, routine dental visits are safe during pregnancy, but let your dental office
know what month you are in when you make your appointment. If yours is a high-risk pregnancy
or you have some other medical condition, your dentist and your physician may recommend that
treatment be postponed. Be sure to let your dentist know if there is any change in the medications
you take or if you have received any special advice from your physician. The benefits of receiving
dental care during pregnancy far outweigh potential risks. Be sure to keep your dentist informed of
any changes in your mouth such as swelling, redness or bleeding.
7 tips for maintaining a healthy mouth during pregnancy:
• Brush thoroughly with an ADA-accepted fluoride toothpaste twice a day.
• Floss between your teeth daily.
• Purchase products that have the ADA Seal of Acceptance.
• Eat a balanced diet. If you snack, do so in moderation.
• Visit your dentist regularly for a professional cleaning and check-up.
• If you need help controlling plaque, your dentist may recommend rinsing at night with an
antimicrobial mouth rinse.
• If you have morning sickness and are vomiting frequently, try rinsing with a teaspoon of baking
soda mixed with water to stop stomach acid from attacking your teeth.
Baby Teeth
It’s important to care for your baby’s teeth from the start. Here’s what to do:
• Begin cleaning your baby’s mouth during the first few days after birth by wiping the gums with a
clean, moist gauze pad or washcloth. As soon as teeth appear, decay can occur. A baby’s front
four teeth usually push through the gums at about 6 months of age, although some children
don’t have their first tooth until 12 or 14 months.
• For children younger than 3 years, start brushing their teeth as soon as they begin to come into the
mouth by using fluoride toothpaste in an amount no more than a smear or the size of a
grain of rice. Brush teeth thoroughly twice per day (morning and night) or as directed by a
dentist or physician. Supervise children’s brushing to ensure that they use of the appropriate
amount of toothpaste.
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• For children 3 to 6 years of age, use a pea-sized amount of fluoride toothpaste. Brush teeth
thoroughly twice per day (morning and night) or as directed by a dentist or physician. Supervise
children’s brushing and remind them not to swallow the toothpaste.
• Until you’re comfortable that your child can brush on his or her own, continue to brush your child’s
teeth twice a day with a child-size toothbrush and a pea-sized amount of fluoride toothpaste. When
your child has two teeth that touch, you should begin cleaning between their teeth daily.
Going to the Dentist
You should schedule your baby’s first dental visit after the first tooth comes in but no later than the
first birthday. A dental visit at an early age is a “well-baby checkup” for the teeth. Besides checking
for cavities and other problems, the dentist can show you how to clean the child’s teeth properly and
how to handle habits like thumb sucking and pacifier use.
Baby teeth are very important to your child’s health and development. They help him or her chew,
speak and smile. They also hold space in the jaws for permanent teeth that are growing under the
gums. When a baby tooth is lost too early, the permanent teeth can drift into the empty space and
make it difficult for other adult teeth to find room when they come in. This can make teeth crooked
or crowded. That’s why starting infants off with good oral care can help protect their teeth for
decades to come!!!
Article adapted from: https://www.mouthhealthy.org/en/pregnancy/healthy-habits;
https://www.mouthhealthy.org/en/az-topics/b/baby-teeth
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Dad’s Corner
Do you change your motor oil every 3-5000 miles?
Do you get a medical check-up every year?
If you are like most men the answer to the first question is usually “Yes”, but on the second question
the answer is usually “No”.
We know that a car will begin to fall apart if we don’t take care of it, so we change the oil, check the
fluids and belts, and get a tune up to keep things running smoothly. If we don’t, either the car dies
or we spend big bucks to repair what would have cost much less if we took care of things in the first
place. The same applies to our bodies. We can neglect all the systems and wait for something to fail.
If we do, the consequences can be disastrous, such as an unexpected heart attack. It happens more
often than you think.
Why don’t men seek out doctors? They probably believe one of the following things:
• I feel fine; I haven’t seen a doctor in 10 years, so I don’t need one now.
• I don’t feel fine, but I really hope this thing goes away.
• I don’t feel fine, I am just going to live with it, I don’t want to know what is going on.
I FEEL FINE: Unlike your car, your body does not have an onboard computer tripping signal lights if
something is beginning to go wrong. Kip Wells, starting pitcher for the Pittsburg Pirates felt fine. He
saw a doctor as part of his routine team physical. They found a blood clot in his pitching arm. He is
now getting treated and should be fine. If he didn’t see a doctor, that clot could have moved to his
heart and may have been life threatening. If a Major League pitcher can use a physical, you can also.
I HOPE THIS GOES AWAY: In any given football game Tom Brady may get knocked to the ground
a lot and take a few sacks. Two ways he can go. He can hope it goes away (not likely) or he can look
at the game film with his coaches and make a plan to fix things. If Tom Brady needs help handling a
few guys in his face, it is no shame to have a doctor take a look at you, take some pictures, and give
you some options for how to improve your health. In the end, you choose whether to take a doctor’s
advice or not.
I AM JUST GOING TO LIVE WITH IT: Usually men who take this approach are more afraid of the
treatment than the difficulty they are enduring. Again, seeing a doctor will let you take control by
knowing your options, and letting you take an active role in choosing how things will progress, rather
than leaving it up to fate. Again, you choose to accept a treatment or to reject it. Before you decide,
remember that your kids need and want you around.
If you need help finding a doctor, your child’s family worker/home visitor can get you the names of
physicians in your area.
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Warwick Public Library Story Time
February 2018
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Coventry Family Evenings

Join Youth Services Librarian Mrs. Simmons for stories, activities and crafts on
Wednesdays at 6:30pm on February 5th, 12th, 26th and March 5th. Children are
invited to wear their PJ’s and slippers. NO registration.

Family Fun idea: Have you gone to all the carousels in Rhode Island? Did you know we had all of
these carousels in our state? Plan a trip to each of the carousels in our state and take a picture at
each one. Some are open year around some only when the weather is warm. Before you go make
sure to check the days and times they are open
Adventureland
401-789-0030
www.adventurelandri.com
112 Pt. Judith Road, Narragansett.
Poppy’s Victorian Carousel.
Atlantic Beach Park at Misquamicut
401-322-0504
atlanticbeachpark.com
321 Atlantic Avenue, Westerly.
Carousel Village in Roger Williams Park
401-461-1099
www.rwpzoo.org/carousel
Providence.
Carousel, Hasbro’s Boundless Playground, food
trucks, birthday parties. See website for hours and
dates.

Crescent Park Carousel
401-433-2828
700 Bullock’s Point Avenue, East Providence.
Easton’s Beach Carousel
401-845-5810
Newport.
Loof Carousel
401-728-0500 x 252
Slater Park, Newport Avenue, Pawtucket.
This historic carousel, built in 1895, is one of the
few remaining and older standing carousels in the
Country.
Warwick Mall Carousel
401-739-7500
The carousel is located in the food court and
family entertainment center. 10am-8pm. $1.
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West Warwick Public Library Story Time
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